CAST DIE SETS AND COMPONENTS
HELPING OUR CUSTOMERS COMPETE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

ANCHOR DANLY, THE LEADING MANUFACTURER OF DIE SETS FOR METAL STAMPING, NOW OFFERS CAST DIES AND COMPONENTS

♦ Wide variety of materials
♦ Design assistance for castings
♦ Machining capabilities
MATERIALS INCLUDE:

- GM238 (G2500 Iron)
- GM241 (G3500 Iron)
- GM245 (D4512 Iron)
- GM246 (D5506 Iron)
- GM338 (D6510 Iron)
- S-7 Tool Steel
- D-2 Tool Steel
- A-2 Tool Steel
- GM190 (0050A Steel)
- GM68 (0030 Steel)

CAPABILITIES:

- Pattern Manufacturing
- 2D & 3D Machining Capabilities
- Guide Component Installation
- Casting Expertise

NOTE: Pattern review for customer approval is available.